
<<We can't deceive our last hour of departure same as that we can't be able to 
escape the promised journey of our destiny only dream chasing  is the train in 
which we can use to begin our knocking journey of hope >>

I would prefer to said that a life without of brother's love is the life which always 
claiming its place to the stories of live history but truthful its belongs to the 
legends of memory loss world where pain always kill silently in crowd full of 
themes of celebrations

Back to the ages of division of society the peace was only treasure in which 
people could live in world of achievements, a long time ago there were the 
brothers who have been gifted for infinities of peace but hard time has come 
and they've started to get lost in wide range of theories which were there to 
create their own miseries, they were getting older and more weaker and started 
to lose their breath later  the conflicts have erupted between their families and 
poverty begin to hang their old ones .

In underground of their town there were the traders who likely to travel in center 
of market and those brothers have decided to meet with those traders and they 
have chosen to save themselves by crediting their hope in exchange of foods 
and gold and after they've backed in life but later they've started to lose their 
memory and started to killing each other because their hope was credited for 
long term contracts and they have begin to live without of any sight of brother's 
love, the weaker ones were falling and strong ones always rising and hard 
times  were been called to create their total isolation.

But the family roots are the spirits which can't lose its ways and the children of 
stars of alliance were born from hard times to the days of rise of nation and now 
there are the young generations of changes and they must bring back the hope 
of their heartland.

Later they've been acknowledged that those traders were killed in middle of 
way by people of an outside world and that peace was stooled and hidden 
around the four corners of earth
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Now there's a hard work because the storms are about to fall around those 
corners and it's too hard to travel through the earth of those corners, but a 
promised era is about to knock and there's no technology to reach those 
corners and there is only one day for bringing back that peace

The chance which remain to those stars of changes is to back in time and 
explore more about the trances of those traders and find where they were killed 
and follow the paths of those who stooled the peace of their ancestors so 
liberation of their minds with the speed of light is the only train in which they can 
use to reach those corners so that they can prepare the coming era of diversity 
for true brother's love where past will always tell the good stories to the future 
generations.

The four cursed corners:

The first corner: the towers are about to trembling because people have 
decided to worshiping the different devils and jalousie has risen between the 
members of bloods and the lords of murders have failed to negotiate  and war 
has broken between their followers so the devils are awaken to claim for its last 
humans.

The second corner: Alliances of old dragons have been awakened to restore its 
old glory and its followers have been armed to prepare its total domination.

The third corner: the wolves have been released to the homes of orphans and 
the witches are giving the orders to erase the humans' race.

The fourth corner: the lords of three corners have decided to fight each other so 
that they can repatriate against the mistakes of their home now silent killers 
have been trained to protect the camps of death. 

They said that the victory is for winners but I would choose to raise my angers in 
time that happiness was supposed to be mine not just that I've experienced the 
miseries than others but to better differentiate the time when I could be 
surrounded by the traders who sell the false happiness that I can never ever 
carry out its price even if where the world could be mine.
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